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Police found the ID of Said Kouachi at the Scene of
the Charlie Hebdo Shooting. Does this Sound
Familiar?

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts
Global Research, January 10, 2015
PaulCraigRoberts.org

Region: Europe

According to news reports, police found the ID of Said Kouachi at the scene of the Charlie
Hebdo shooting. Does this sound familiar? Remember, authorities claimed to have found the
undamaged passport of one of the alleged 9/11 hijackers among the massive pulverized
ruins of the twin towers. Once the authorities discover that the stupid Western peoples will
believe any transparent lie, the authorities use the lie again and again.

The police claim to have discovered a dropped ID is an indication that the attack on Charlie
Hebdo  could  have  been  an  inside  job  and  that  people  identified  by  NSA  as  hostile  to  the
Western wars against Muslims are going to be framed for an inside job designed to pull
France firmly back under Washington’s thumb.

http://www.wfmz.com/shooting-at-french-satirical-magazine-office/30571524

Read more:
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